I3S01T-BARTCHI COUPLING CONSTANTS HI BROKEN SU(3) Am TIE ALGEBRA OF CURH3HTS
Using the algebra of currents ' and the PGAC hypothesis we obtain sum rules for meson-baryon coupling constants in broken SU(3) with symmetry-breaking effects taken into account to first order. Our sum rules are much stronger than those obtained by 2) earlier workers using pure group-theory methods . The most important aspect of our results is the following: those sum rules which involve only pion-baryon couplings or only kaon-baryon couplings are exactly the same as the corresponding sum rules obtained in the limit of Stf (3) symmetry '. Likewise for Y\ -couplings. To first order, renorraalization effects due to symmetry breaking are thus entirely absent in these sum rules.
Renormalization effects appear only when pion-baryon couplings are compared to kaon-baryon (or yi -baryon) couplings. One consequence of this situation has immediate experimental relevance,
The ratios of decay widths in the observed Jsf*-> ^"n. ^f *-* A.*l *""^**^ jG -* £ "tt. processes are unrenormalized and are
given by their SJ (3)-symmetric values. This last result is well supported by present experimental data 4 '. For the general case our sum rules may be used to check the applicability of 5) current algebra methods to purely strong interaction processes Let us consider meson-baryon vertex B 1 -^ B + P, where P is a pseudo-scalar particle. Let f o (B'BP) denote this vertex in the limit of exact SU (3) . How the symmetry-breaking interaction which produces the mass differences can be considered to be proportional to the operator 5 2 -the space integral of the eighth component of quark scalar density ''. Hence the first order broken-symmetry correction to this vertex may be written as (1) In (l) A is a constant and i, j and k Str(3) indices.
Reducing P^ and applying PCAC we get (2) In (2) C^ is the PCAC constant ^Oc^ ~ ^k.*^K C x ) and ln * the mass of K* moson. From (2) we obtain in tho standard manner (3) Using the commutation relation S* (4) we obtain finally the vertex f (B'BP) with symmetry-breaking: effect 9) taken into account to first order ':
In (5), the constant C stands for. "Vn^ /Ci, and the matrixelement < E>; I S^ [ B^ y is to be evaluated in SU(3) limit. \le now consider applications of Eq. (5) to various cases.
BARTON DECUPLET -BARTCW OCTET -PSBUDOSCALAR OCTET COUPLING
Bl belongs to 3/»£ baryon decuplet and B; to g baryon octet. Applying the ffigner-Sckart theorem to f 0 ( B t £: P^) and <( Bj I 5 j^ I B* L / we obtain a two-parameter formula for each vertex: ct e ( 
7)
In the above, Gr o and (*, are reduced matrix elements coming from f o ( ^l Bj PO and <C^\1 ^k j &'t} respectively. JSq. (6) shows that the ratio of any two pion coupling constants is the same as its value in SU (3) limit. This ratio is unaffected "by symmetry 'breaking.
A similar statement a"bout kaon and h couplings is made by 3qs. (7) and (8) respectively. However, the pion and kaon couplings are no longer related in simple numerical ratios and broken-symmetry effects now appear. One sum rule exists conneoting the Tt, k and Vl-couplings,
This is^

3?C*"s\) = o (9)
At present not enough is known about these coupling constants to subject Eq. (9) to direct test. However, it should be emphasized that the lack of renormalization in N -> Y^TL , \\-* AT^ ' a n d S*-* S"^L decays is fully supported by present experiments . In fact, this observation was the starting point of the present investigation.
BARTON OCTET -PSEUDOSCALAR 0CT3T -BAHTO1T OCTET COUPLI1TC
In this case 3^ and Bj are both %•* baryons. Proceeding exactly as above we obtain a four-parameter formula for each coupling constant. Thus we may have eight sum rules connecting the twelve meson-baryon coupling constants '.
The se sum rule G are: 
3qs. (10) - (15) are exactly the same as those obtained in 3U (3) limit. Renorraalization effects are present only in 3q.s. (16) of 33 q.. (2) enables one to define a new function which is free fror.i both momentum conservation and mass-shell constraints. In any case, the pion-baryon coupling constants, which are defined through appropriate Lorentz-scalax functions, are perfectly well defined in the above limit. Thus our sum rules are not subject to any ambiguity, except for possible off-mass-she11 effects.
BARYOH SINGLET -BARYOJT OCTET -PSEUDOSCALAR OCTET COUPLING i * >
In this case B; belongs to -g-baryon octet and B^ is Y* (1405) singlet. We have a two-parameter expression for each vertex and obtain the following sum rules:
It will be interesting to check Eqs. (18) and (19) directly.
I
where oC = F/D+F. Thus all pion couplings, estimated with O, NN7T -and & (which may be taken to be the same as that for weak axial-vector current) as input are exactly the same as the SU (3) , 231 (1964) 
